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Fed Research
Review: big rate hikes until inflation pressure eases
Key takeaways


As expected, the Fed hiked the target range by 75bp to 1.50-1.75% and left the QT
programme unchanged.



Fed Chair Jerome Powell mentioned that the Fed can hike by another 75bp in July but
that we should not expect a series of 75bp rate hikes. This sounds very similar to the
M ay meeting when Powell mentioned that the committee was not “actively
considering” 75bp. As long as inflation remains high, the Fed is forced to deliver.



We change our Fed call now expecting the Fed to hike by 75bp in July and 50bp in
September, November and December. If we are right, the Fed funds target range would
be 3.75-4.00% by year-end (vs. Fed dot of 3.375% and market pricing of 3.5%).



We still see risks skewed towards faster and more tightening given the inflation outlook.
Our base case is that the US falls into a recession in Q2 23 but the faster hiking pace
increases the risk that it starts earlier.



FX: We expect the Fed to underpin our forecast for seeing EUR/USD towards parity in
12M .



FI: We see upside risks to our UST 10yr yield target of 3.50% in 3-6M ..

Our new Fed call

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator
of current or future results.
Sources: Federal Reserve, Macrobond Financial,
Danske Bank forecasts

Long-term inflation expectations are
too high

Fed: Inflation pressure remains too high
In line with expectations, the Federal Reserve decided to hike the target range by 75bp
to 1.50-1.75%. For long, consensus was 50bp but that view changed rapidly after the Wall
Street Journal article on M onday. We have emphasised for a long time that the Fed could
be forced to follow the “emerging market central bank playbook” by out -hiking
expectations and today’s announcement seems to be the first step in that direction.
Underlying inflation pressure (as measured by monthly increases in CPI headline and CPI
core) remains too high and long-term inflation expectations are at uncomfortable high
levels according to the latest survey from the University of M ichigan. We noticed that Fed
Chair Jerome Powell specifically mentioned the latter during the press conference.
While the Federal Reserve now says it is “strongly committed” to get inflation back to
2%, Chair Jerome Powell’s press conference was interpreted dovishly, as he indicated
that the Fed is not going to make a string of 75bp rate hikes. EUR/USD moved higher
and 2yr US Treasury yields declined after this comment. We think, however, that this
sounds very similar to what we heard in M ay when Powell said policymakers did not
discuss a 75bp rate hike, see Fed Research – Review: 50bp rate hike but no appetite for
75bp (yet?), 4 M ay 2022. As long as monthly price increases remain too high, the Fed
is forced to deliver big rate hikes, in our view, and the environment is still very
inflationary in nature.

Sources: University of Michigan, Macrobond
financial

Price increases are too high

Sources: Atlanta Fed, Macrobond Financial
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New Fed call: Another 75bp rate hike in July, 50bp afterwards
Based on recent evets, we are changing our Fed call. We do not expect monthly changes
in CPI headline and CPI core to ease materially, hence supporting the case for the Fed to
continue front-loading rate hikes. We now expect the Fed to hike by another 75bp in
July, which would bring the target range to neutral (2.50% according to the dots). We
then expect the Fed to slow down the hiking pace to 50bp in S eptember, November
and December.
If we are right, the Fed funds rate will be 3.75-4.00% by year-end. We then expect the
Fed hiking cycle to end because of rising fears of a forthcoming recession. We continue
to believe that risks are skewed towards faster and more tightening and cannot rule out
further 75bp rate hikes and/or a 100bp rate hike at some point. If the US falls into a
recession, the Fed is likely to cut but it is not as easy as in previous recessions because it
may take time for inflation pressure to ease substantially when demand slows.
In comparison, the Fed is signalling a Fed funds rate of 3.375% by ye ar-end and
markets are pricing in a Fed funds rate of 3.5% by year-end, at the time of writing.
We notice, however, that expected monetary policy, as based on current market
pricing, has moved into restrictive territory. Real 10yr US Treasury yields are now
above neutral and financial conditions are no longer easy in a historical perspective.
Whether it is enough to cool down inflation is difficult to say, but none theless it
suggests that there probably is a limit to how many further rate hikes investors can
price in at this point.
Real rates are finally above neutral

Fed no longer very easy in a historical perspective

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results.
Source: Federal Reserve, Bloomberg, NY Fed, BEA, Macrobond Financial, Danske
Bank

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results. It
is not possible to invest directly in an index.
Sources: Goldman Sachs, Bloomberg, Macrobond Financial

Macro outlook: Rising recession risks
As we outlined in Big Picture: A (mild) recession in western economies seems
unavoidable, 3 June 2022, we expect the US economy to fall into a recession in Q2 23.
We argued that risks were skewed towards an earlier start of the recession if the Fed hiked
at a faster pace and this is exactly what is happening right now. We continue to expect
that the Fed will hike interest rates until the US economy falls into a recession and
inflation starts to ease because of slower demand and in that sense we are expecting a
more “traditional” recession after two more extraordinary economic crisis (the financial
crisis and the COVID-19 crisis). It is, unfortunately, difficult to predict the exact timing,
depth and length of a forthcoming recession. Fed Chair Powell still believes a soft landing
is achievable but it is difficult for him to say otherwise given the Fed’s dual-mandate. The
inconvenient truth is that the Federal Reserve does not have luxury to take several
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factors into consideration when adjusting monetary policy, as very high inflation is
the biggest problem facing the Fed and the US economy right now. M arkets are also
pricing in a higher recession risk after the inversion of the UST 2s10s yield spread.
A recession is definitely not positive but the way to look at it is probably “short-term
pain, long-term gain”. We know that macro volatility declined rapidly when inflation
came under control in the late 80’s/early 90’s with fewer recessions. M acro stability caused
by low, stable and predictable inflation gives better macro outcomes in the long-run.
We expect the US to fall into a recession in Q2 23

Short-term pain, long-term gain. Low, stable and predictable
inflation reduces macro volatility

Sources: BEA, Danske Bank forecasts

Note: We have excluded the COVID-19 crisis
Sources: BEA, BLS, Macrobond Financial

FX: We still expect EUR/USD to move to parity in 12M
At the FOM C press conference, Powell had a lot of focus on 'dangers', 'data dependency',
'clouded outlook' and so forth. To us, this is playing a bit of both sides and a more clear
(hawkish) message could have been delivered, if he so wanted. At present, high-frequency
indicators point towards one more 1% m/m print on the headline CPI and there is mostly
tentative evidence that CPI has peaked. That said, markets sold (broad) US D and bought
risk on the back of this somewhat ambiguous message. However, looking ahead, we see
inflation prints as remaining high amid a cyclical slowdown. If data confirms this, then we
also expect Fed to underpin our forecast for seeing EUR/US D towards parity in 12M.
Our view is that Fed on the margin could have chosen to do more to underline hawkishness
- and that we might see a brief pause in the USD rally before we see the next data
print/evidence of high CPI and cyclical slowdown but that Fed did not push markets to add
to such defensive pricing during the press conference.

Fixed Income: Still upside for 10y UST yields on a 3 to 6 months
horizon
The Fed managed to convince the market today that despite the high current inflation it
would be able to shift to 50bp hikes going forward. Hence, we saw a major rally in 2Y UST
that dropped close to 20bp when Powell underlined that the next rate hike could be 50bp
and not necessarily 75bp. The message also supported the long end with 10Y UST yields
down some 8bp after the comment. Hence, despite the big 75bp rate hike and a substantial
dot-revision the US 2s10s yield curve made a bullish steepening on the announcement.
However, with our new Fed funds forecast (peak in Fed funds at 4% December 2022)
and the drop in Fed funds pricing today we are now ahead of the market pricing for
2022. The market is currently pricing an additional 193bp rate hikes this year. We look for
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225bp. Hence, we still believe we have the peak in 10Y US T yields ahead of us. We
have a so far an unrevised 3.50% 10Y UST yield-target and with our new Fed funds forecast
the risk is now skewed to the upside over the next three to six months. We do expect
today’s 2s10s curve steepening to reverse later this year as the rate hikes roll in.

Peak in yields when the market price “end of tightening”
However, as 2023 approaches we should expect a new downward pressure on UST
yields, as the market starts to price in ‘end of tightening’ and as the risk of a
forthcoming 2023 recession becomes evident. That could move 10Y UST yields back to
the 3.0% - 3.25% area.

Fed charts
Real rates finally above neutral

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results.
Source: Federal Reserve, Bloomberg, NY Fed, BEA, Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank

The FOMC members usually work by consensus

Effective Fed funds stable in the middle of the range

Source: St Louis Fed, Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results.
Source: Federal Reserve, Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank
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The Fed has initiated QT

Fed bought a lot of bonds during QE

Source: Federal Reserve, Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank

Sources: Federal Reserve, Macrobond Financial

Macro charts
Maximum employment despite lower level than pre-covid
(lower labour force)

US debt has been quite stable since the increase in the early
days of the pandemic

Source: BLS, Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank

Sources: US Treasury, Federal Reserve, Macrobond Financial

Very high PCE inflation

Long-term inflation above the 2004-07 average

Source: BEA, Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results.
Source: Michigan, Bloomberg, Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank
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